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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO LAW OF AGENCY
Agency is the relationship which exist between two parties, one
of whom express ly or impl iedly consented that the other should
represent him or act on his beha If, and the other party is whom
similarly consented to represent the former to act on certain
task. l The persGIl on whose behalf the act is to be done is
called the principal 2, while the person who is to represent the
principal is called the Agent. 3
There are certa inc i rcumstances that the use of agency is needed.
Ball and Rose in principles of business law4 has stated certain
circumstances on which the role of agency is needed, such as for:
i. physical necessity,
ii. specialist knowledge,
iii. in matter of identity
i v. problems in transportation,
emergency
However, not in all cases that an agency can be said to be as an
agency within the meaning stated under the law. The term "agency"
has a di fferent meaning between the legal use and that from the
commerc i aI ones. Markes i ni sand Munday5 has stated that:
" ..... it should be clear ttlat the law of agency
does not come into play everytime one person
represents another. For example, no rules of
agency apply when a husband sends his wife to a
wedding to congratulate the newly-weds .
For the ru les of agency to come into play the
representation of one person by another must
be meant to affect the principal's legal
position ..... "
This means that the legal means of the use of agency is that
it must be used to create or will affect the legal position of
his principal and not merely in a complimentary ways. As the
court has decided the rules of agency will only be considered
in cases where it was meant to affect the legal position of the
principal with a third party or with the agent himself.
In the case of Petersen v Malaney6 it was stated that legal
conception of agency is expressed in the maxim 'qui facit per
a Ii um fac i t per se I. Furthermore it was stated that an I agent I
is a person who is able, by virtue of authority conferred upon
him, to create or effect legal rights and duties between ano-
ther person who is called his principal and the third parties.
Scrutton L.J, Greer L.J and Slesser L.i had also agreed with
these dictinction that an "agency" has a di fferent approach
between the legal means and the commercial use. The people
still do not understand truly the meaning of "agency" in the
sense of legal use.
